The co-benefits of
carbon pricing: an overview
Simon Black – Economist, Climate Change Group, World Bank
simonblack@worldbank.org
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A. What are co-benefits?
B. How do specific co-benefits affect wellbeing?
C. What technical work is being done to help Members
assess co-benefits?
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We have a
mountain
to descend
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“…this Commission concludes
that… the explicit carbon-price
level consistent with the Paris
temperature target is at least
US$40–80/tCO2 by 2020 and
US$50–100/tCO2 by 2030.”
“The implementation of carbon
pricing would also need to duly
consider the non-climate
benefits [co-benefits] of carbon
pricing…”
High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices. 2017. “Report of the High-Level Commission on Carbon Prices.”
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A. What are Co-Benefits?
Carbon pricing reforms

Carbon
pricing has
multiple
benefits
beyond
climate

Combine carbon taxes or
ETSs…
With expenditure policies
for revenues raised (from
taxes or permit revenues):
• reduced labor taxes
• public investment
• social spending
• compensation
Plus supplementary
policies:
• fossil fuel subsidy reform
• innovation policies
• other policy adjustments

Climate benefits
(help achieve NDC, reduce risks from
climate-induced disasters, migration,
disease, etc.)
Environmental benefits
(e.g. cleaner air & water, safer &
less congested roads)
Macroeconomic benefits
increased economic activity
(GDP, labor), energy efficiency &
security, balance of payments stability
Fiscal benefits
Revenues raised for funding public
goods (health, education, social
spending, infrastructure, etc.)

Wellbeing:
health & safety
nutrition
shelter &
sanitation
water & energy
access
education
rights &
freedoms
etc.
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carbon pricing reforms
support multiple SDGs due
to co-benefits
1. raises
prices of
fossil fuels

reduced fossil
fuel consumption

lower global air
pollution
(CO2 & other
GHGs)
lower local air
pollution
(PM2.5, NOx,
SOx, etc)
lower water
pollution
(NOx, coal ash,
acid mine
drainage, etc)
reduced road
accidents &
congestion

CARBON
PRICING
revenues used to
reduce labor taxes
(revenue-neutral
tax shift)

reduced shadow
economy,
productivity
growth

revenues used for
development
(Domestic Resource
Mobilization – DRM)

increased
spending on
infrastructure,
health,
education,
welfare, etc.

2. raise
revenues
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B. How do specific co-benefits affect
wellbeing?
Three examples of co-benefits of carbon pricing:

1. Reduced health costs from local air pollution
2. Safer and less congested roads
3. Raising revenues for achieving development objectives
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Source: IEA, “Energy and Air Pollution, World Energy Outlook’s Special Report”, 2016.
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1. Air pollution is a huge development problem
87% of the world’s population live in
areas above the WHO Guidelines for
PM2.5 (10 µg/m3)
air pollution is a leading cause of illness
and death globally
 1 in 10 premature deaths caused by
air pollution
 9 million people die because of
ambient air pollution per year (Burnett
et al 2018)
 >20 times as many people as malaria
Source: Lancet Commission 2017; The World Bank and Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, “The Cost of
Air Pollution: Strengthening the Economic Case for Action”, 2016; Burnett, et al. “Global Estimates of Mortality
Associated with Long- Term Exposure to Outdoor Fine Particulate Matter” 2018
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1. Carbon pricing can reap large development benefits
by improving local air quality

Source: Nemet, Holloway, and Meier 2010.
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2. Road accidents are also a development problem
Road accidents inflict huge costs:
 1.25 million killed and 20-50 million seriously injured on the
roads pa
 developing countries account for a 90% of deaths and injuries
 if the main breadwinner is lost to an accident a household can
fall into poverty for three generations (World Bank 2016)

Source: World Bank, “Sustainable Urban Transport Financing from the Sidewalk to the Subway”, 2016; World Bank, “The High
Toll of Traffic Injuries: Unacceptable and Preventable. The Macro-Economic And Welfare Benefits of Reducing Road Traffic
Injuries in Low & Middle-Income Countries,” 2017.
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2. Road accidents are also a development problem…
Cutting road accidents would result in “substantial increases in
economic growth, national income, and welfare gains”
Example: halving road accidents would raise GDP by 7% to 22% over
a 24-year period:
 7.1% in Tanzania
 7.2% in the Philippines
 14% in India
 15% in China
 22.2% in Thailand
Source: World Bank, “Sustainable Urban Transport Financing from the Sidewalk to the Subway”, 2016; World Bank, “The High
Toll of Traffic Injuries: Unacceptable and Preventable. The Macro-Economic And Welfare Benefits of Reducing Road Traffic
Injuries in Low & Middle-Income Countries,” 2017.
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…and so is congestion
• Congestion slows down economic activity
• Congestion skews economic activity
• Congestion hits the poor the most:
• Tend to live with lower-quality roads, farther from places of work, and use
public transport which suffers disproportionately from congestion
“Congestion is a tax on the poor that raises no revenue”
Arturo Ardila-Gomez – Lead Economist, Transport GP, World Bank
Source: World Bank, “Sustainable Urban Transport Financing from the Sidewalk to the Subway”, 2016
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2. Carbon pricing can help reduce costly road
deaths and congestion
Increasing prices of motor fuels
reduces vehicle miles travelled
(VMT):

• Reduces road accidents fatalities
and injuries

• Reduces congestion
• Shifts people to more sustainable
and healthy substitutes e.g. public
transport, cycling or walking
Raises revenues for investing e.g.
in better public transport
Source: Burke and Nishitateno 2015.
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carbon pricing in
context

CARBON PRICING
($33.7bn in 2016, global)

emissions
trading
systems
(ETS)
($6.57bn)

carbon
taxes
($27.1bn)

Notes: ETS raised $6.57bn in public revenue and carbon tax systems raised $21.7bn in 2016 (Source: Carl, Jeremy,
and David Fedor. 2016)
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ENVIRONMENTAL TAXES AND CHARGES
($539.1bn, 89 countries)
CARBON
PRICING

emissions
trading
system
(ETS)

carbon
taxes

gasoline
taxes

aviation
taxes

oil
taxes
diesel
taxes

Notes: ETS raised $6.57bn in public revenue and carbon tax systems raised $21.7bn in 2016 (Source: Carl, Jeremy, and
David Fedor. 2016); total environmental taxes + charges for OECD and non-OECD countries raised $539.1bn that year,
other taxes included on: gasoline ($55.6bn), diesel ($40.7bn), oil ($149.5bn - OECD PINE database)
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TOTAL TAX REVENUES
($15,164bn, OECD)
ENVIRONMENTAL TAXES AND
CHARGES
CARBON
PRICING
ENVIRONMENTAL TAXES AND CHARGES

gasoline
taxes

Oil taxes, duties, royalties, and charges

diesel taxes
aviation
taxes

social
security
contributions

Notes: ETS raised $6.57bn in public revenue and carbon tax systems raised $21.7bn in 2016 (Source: Carl, Jeremy, and
David Fedor. 2016); total environmental taxes + charges for OECD and non-OECD countries raised $539.1bn that year,
other taxes included on: gasoline ($55.6bn), diesel ($40.7bn), oil ($149.5bn – OECD PINE database & data)
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3. Carbon pricing can raise substantial revenues
to support multiple development objectives
1.

Rebalancing tax structures (mostly high-income countries)
◆Carbon revenues are less distortionary than labor/income taxes
◆So putting a price on pollution rather than work could yield a ‘double dividend’:

● Raise economic activity (GDP/employment) – through improving the economic efficiency of the
tax system (reducing distortions) and incentivizing productive activities (labor, investment)
● Reduce environmental externalities – climate and non-climate (cleaner air & water, safer & less
congested roads)

2.

Raising tax revenues (mostly low- and middle-income countries)
◆Domestic Resource Mobilization (DRM) is a top priority for achieving the SDGs
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Domestic resource mobilization (DRM)
Plugging the ~$4.0 trillion
environmental pricing gap (13% GDP)
– including through carbon pricing – in
lower- and middle-income countries
would:
• yield $1.6trn welfare gain (health,
congestion, global warming; 5.2%
global GDP)
• raise $2.2trn in fiscal revenues
(7.0% GDP)
Sources: Matthew Martin, Development Finance International and Jo Walker, Development Finance International, “Financing the
Sustainable Development Goals” (Oxfam, 2015); Coady, David, Ian Parry, Louis Sears, and Baoping Shang. “How Large Are Global Fossil
Fuel Subsidies?”, IMF 2017
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Sources: Franks, Max, Kai Lessmann, Michael Jakob, Jan Christoph Steckel, and Ottmar Edenhofer. 2018. “Mobilizing Domestic Resources
for the Agenda 2030 via Carbon Pricing.” Nature Sustainability 1 (7): 350–57. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41893-018-0083-3
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Other development co-benefits
from carbon taxation
1. Reducing the size of the shadow economy (revenuerecycling via labor taxes)

2. Reduced tax evasion (revenue-recycling via labor taxes)
3. Induced and green technological innovation (Porter
Hypothesis – tomorrow!)

4. Reduced dependence on oil & gas imports (reduced
vulnerability to oil price shocks, increased energy security)

5. Better job quality (e.g. renewable energy sector more
labor-intensive, service-oriented, and healthier than oil,
has, and coal extraction and combustion)

6. And others! (refer to: Fiscal Policies for Development and
Climate Action and future IMF-WB work including tools)
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C. What technical work is being done to
help Members assess co-benefits?
PMR’s Technical Workstream is supporting the development of tools and
analytical products to help Members quantify and assess co-benefits:

1. The Carbon Pricing Assessment Tool (CPAT) project
2. Guide to the Co-Benefits of Carbon Pricing, including how to integrate into
CGE models

3. Distribution of the co-benefits of carbon pricing project (income groups,
age groups, rural vs. urban)
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1. Carbon Pricing Assessment Tool (CPAT)
• a spreadsheet-based tool
• being developed by the World Bank and IMF jointly
• aimed at economists in Member countries and their development partners
• allows rapid estimation of effects of carbon pricing reforms:
macroeconomic – employment, fiscal revenues, tax evasion
► energy & emissions – energy consumption, local pollutants (PM2.5, NOx, SO2), global
pollutants (CO2), distributional effects (across quintiles and urban vs. rural), oil & gas sector
profits
► co-benefits – reductions in mortality and morbidity due to air pollution and road accidents,
traffic congestion, and reductions in the shadow economy
►

• can help policymakers design and compare carbon pricing reforms, helping them achieve their
climate mitigation goals (Paris Agreement NDCs) and development objectives (SDGs) jointly

• Expected launch: June 2020
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1. Carbon Pricing Assessment Tool (CPAT)
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CPAT inputs
• Country - ~135 at present
• Carbon pricing policy:
•
type: carbon tax, ETS, coal excise,
motor fuel duty, etc.
•
carbon price base and level
•
carbon price trajectory
• Expenditure policy:
•
cash transfers
•
labor tax reductions
•
general spending increase
•
debt reduction
•
infrastructure investments, inc.
green spending

• Key assumptions:
• Elasticities (short-run, long-run &
transition)
•
Own-price
•
Income
•
Labor supply
• Rates of improvement (efficiency)
• Pass-through of input cost increases
to consumer prices
• Various others
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CPAT outputs
• Macroeconomic:
• fiscal revenues & debt
• employment & shadow economy (informal
and formal)
• tax evasion (assuming recycling via labor
taxes)
• output

• Political economy:
• distributional effects – indirect and direct
effects of price changes less cash
transfers (quintiles and urban vs. rural)
• effect on exporting & import-competing
sectors

• Development co-benefits:
• Energy & emissions:
• energy consumption (by fuel source), inc.
leakage into informal fuels
• global pollutants vs. NDC (CO2)
• local pollutants (PM2.5, NOx, SO2)
• net imports of fossil fuels
• national oil & gas sector profits

• air pollution and health – reductions in
mortality (deaths, YLL) and morbidity
(YLD, DALYs) due to air pollution (by fuel
source, age group, inside vs. outside of
the country)
• transport co-benefits – road accidents,
traffic congestion, road damage
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1. Carbon Pricing Assessment Tool (CPAT)
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2. Guide to the Co-Benefits of Carbon Pricing
• Problem:
• co-benefits are crucial for assessing the welfare effects of carbon pricing,
• few guides on how to quantify and incorporate co-benefits into policy appraisal
• most existing CGE models assessing carbon pricing exclude co-benefits.

• Solution: PMR Co-Benefits Guide
• The World Bank is working with Berkeley Economic Advising and Research (BEAR) to
develop a Guide for co-benefits, including:
•
which co-benefits are most important and in which contexts,
•
how to quantify these co-benefits, and,
•
how to incorporate co-benefits into CGE analyses.

• Expected launch: end of 2020
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3. Distribution of the co-benefits of carbon
pricing
• Problem:
• incidence assessments of carbon pricing usually do not incorporate co-benefits
• co-benefits are likely to be unevenly distributed across society – e.g. poorest areas of
cities are most polluted, suffer most from congestion and road accidents.
• understanding the distribution of co-benefits needed for fully assessment of
distributional effects of carbon pricing reforms,
• but few analyses and tools which seek to assess this.

• Solution: Distribution of Co-Benefits Project
• World Bank economists in climate change, macroeconomics, and poverty departments
are working to build an methodology for assessing the distribution of co-benefits – e.g. of
local air pollution, road accidents, and congestion, and others.
• We hope to eventually build this into CPAT.

• Expected completion: end-2020/early-2021
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Thank You!
Simon Black – Economist, Climate Change Group, World Bank
simonblack@worldbank.org
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What are the technical precepts of CPAT?
‘A model of models’ – broad and approximate, not narrow and precise
 Models many countries – 135 countries at present included
 Models many policies – carbon tax, ETS, coal excise, road fuel tax, renewable subsidy, power
feebate, vehicle fuel economy standards, electricity emissions tax, and power sector
performance standards
 Models many components of carbon pricing – tax base, trajectory, and use of revenues (labor
tax reductions, public investment, current expenditures, unconditional cash transfers)
 Models many effects, including co-benefits – energy consumption, GHG emissions, output,
shadow economy, premature mortality & morbidity from local air pollution and road accidents,
and congestion
Reduced-form approximations of effects
 Elasticity-driven core model – allows for calibration based on empirical observed relationships
across countries (price elasticities and income elasticities in the short)
 Conversation-starter estimates – ‘approximately’ right, prior to potential deeper analysis using
other, more complicated and calibrated models (e.g. CGE models, detailed microsimulation
models for distributional/sectoral analysis)
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What are the design precepts of CPAT?
User-centered
 Iterations in design based on feedback from target users and others (e.g. you!)
Performant
 No macros, ~30 data tables
Shareable
 Excel spreadsheet, <10MB
Modular
 Can be expanded to include more effects/channels or narrowed
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